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Abstract
Quality control and assurance are among the most important
challenges in crowdsourcing. Low quality and sub-optimal
responses from crowdworkers have been found to often result
from unclear or incomplete task descriptions, especially from
novice or inexperienced task requesters. Creating clear task
descriptions with adequate information however, is a complex task for requesters in crowdsourcing marketplaces. To
meet this challenge, we present iClarify, a tool that enables
requesters to iteratively discover and revise eight common
clarity flaws in their task description before deployment on
the platform. A requester can use iClarify to formulate a task
description from scratch or also to evaluate the clarity of prepared descriptions. The tool employs support vector regression models based on various feature types that were trained
on 1332 annotated real-world task descriptions. Using these
models, it scores the task description with respect to the eight
flaws, and the requester can iteratively edit and evaluate the
description until the scores shown by the tool reach a satisfactory level of clarity. We are currently conducting a usability study with both requesters and crowdworkers to assess to
which extent the tool is effective in improving task clarity.

Introduction
Crowdsourcing marketplaces provide access to a diverse set
of cost-effective solutions and services on-demand by leveraging the wisdom, abilities, and creativity of a large and diverse pool of workers for problems that require human input
or intelligence (Demartini et al. 2017).
The quality of solutions provided by crowdworkers has
been the focus of a plethora of prior research in crowdsourcing (Kittur et al. 2013). Low-quality results are known to
be the dominant challenge to harness the full potential of
crowdsourcing (Weld, Lin, and Bragg 2015). Among several
factors that have been shown to shape the quality of crowdwork, unclear task design has been highlighted as one of the
most critical (Gadiraju, Yang, and Bozzon 2017). Poor task
design can lead to disappointment and frustration among
crowdworkers due to a misalignment of expectations and unwarranted rejection of work (Kittur, Chi, and Suh 2008).
Writing a clear task description is thus vital for an effective task design. Usually, the combination of a task tiCopyright © 2021, Association for the Advancement of Artificial
Intelligence (www.aaai.org). All rights reserved.

tle along with a body containing specific instructions deliver
the whole description of tasks. In general, a task description
should be easy to understand and follow, and should describe
sufficiently what is expected to be done by workers and how
this should be done (Alonso and Baeza-Yates 2011).
A considerable number of workflows, models, methods, and tools has been developed to tackle the unclear
task design problem (?), including WingIt (Manam and
Quinn 2018), SPRUOT (Bragg, Weld et al. 2018), and
Daemo (Gaikwad et al. 2017). These tools mainly rely on
involving the workers in the process of task clarity improvement, which makes it time and cost intensive and which requires good requester-workers communication. Moreover,
they thereby make the quality of submissions depend on
the workers which may endanger their effectiveness (Nouri,
Wachsmuth, and Engels 2020).
In contrast, we introduce iClarify,1 a tool that automatically detects clarity flaws in task descriptions by means of
natural language processing. We argue that such an approach
is not only more efficient in terms of time and cost, but it
also leads to more reliable effectiveness, as the task improvement process is neither influenced by the various challenges
emerging from workers’ and platforms’ involvement nor by
the complications that workers face with requesters in the
process (Nouri, Wachsmuth, and Engels 2020).
iClarify helps requesters to find the clarity flaws in their
initial task description in an interactive and iterative process.
Our tool has two pivotal purposes: (1) It introduces inexperienced requesters to the clarity dimensions that need to be
covered for minimal task ambiguity. (2) It scores the clarity
of a given task description according to these eight dimensions. Using our tool, revising and evaluating the clarity of a
task description can be repeated until the scores suggest an
acceptable level of clarity and completeness. Currently, we
are evaluating the effectiveness of the tool through a usability study with both requesters and crowdworkers.

Models
In prior work (Nouri et al. 2021), we established the eight
main clarity dimensions of task descriptions including easy
wording, important terms, desired solution, desired format
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Figure 1: The three-layered architecture of iClarify.
of solution, steps to perform, required resources, and overall clarity, based on which iClarify assesses the clarity and
completeness of a given task description. We used the complete dataset, containing 1332 task descriptions, introduced
in (Nouri et al. 2021) to train three scoring models for
each of the eight clarity dimensions using support vector regression on various feature types capturing content, style,
length, readability, subjectivity, and task specific concepts.
In cross-validation on the dataset, we optimized the scoring
performance of each model in terms on mean squared error and identified three sets of k best features. These feature
sets along with the corresponding optimized hyperparameters were used to train the models for each dimension.

Tool Overview
iClarify is a web-based software tool which is developed using web technologies. The underlying system is constructed
based on a three-layered architecture shown in Figure 1. The
architecture consists of (a) the presentation layer (frontend)
through which requesters interact with the system, (b) the
application layer (backend) which handles the computation
of clarity scores, and (c) the data layer which stores the pretrained models.
Figure 2 depicts the system’s user interface,2 which primarily consists of two sections: (a) the input section through
which user can feed their task description to the system
(b) the evaluation section which represents task clarity dimensions, their corresponding scores, and a confidence
value on a scale from 1 to 100. In addition, this section con2
A demo video presenting iClarify can be viewed here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kA9if9X8nTw

tains a brief description, a good example, and a bad example
for each dimension, which can be viewed by clicking the ,
, and icons respectively. This information not only helps
users to understand the meaning of each dimension, but it
also guides them to create less vague task descriptions.
An initial version of a task description (title and body) can
be either written within or outside the tool. By clicking the
button Evaluate Clarity, the presentation layer sends the task
description to the application layer. In the application layer,
the task description is passed through all the feature type
modules to compute their corresponding feature values. Afterwards, the description’s feature values are fed into the pretrained models which are fetched from the data layer. The
dimensionality scores are computed by the best-performing
model of each dimension. The standard deviation of the predictions of the three trained models is used to compute the
confidence score of each dimension. The dimensionality and
confidence scores are sent to the presentation layer and finally shown on the user interface.

Conclusion & Future Work
Unclear task descriptions written by task requesters has been
identified as one of the primary issues leading to low quality
crowdwork, as a result of potential misunderstanding and
misinterpretation of the tasks. In this paper, we introduce
iClarify, a tool which automatically assists requesters to find
clarity flaws in their task descriptions. In an interactive process, the tool helps requesters in iteratively revising the descriptions until a satisfactory level of clarity is reached. The
tool follows an automated process where no worker intervention is required, making it potentially more efficient and
effective in comparison to prior solutions. We are currently
evaluating the effectiveness of our tool in two main steps:
(a) we are first asking requesters to create and improve task
descriptions using our tool, and then (b) we are then asking
crowdworkers to compare the initial and the final versions
of tasks created as a result of using iClarify. In the imminent
future, we will evaluate the usefulness of the tool with both
experienced and inexperienced task requesters.
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